INNOVATION, GRANTS, TECHNOLOGY
AND TRADE COMMITTEE
MOTION
On Sunday, August 28, 2016, Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA) received false reports of
gunfire in Terminal 8 at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). The false-alarm active shooter incident
at LAX resulted in a ground stop by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). This action resulted in a
total number of 281 delayed flights, 30 arriving flights being diverted to other airports, and two cancelled
flights. No active shooter was found and this incident did not result in any casualties.
An initial internal review of LAX’s emergency response by LAWA determined that enhanced
security resources and technology improvements since the 2013 Terminal 3 active-shooter incident helped
law enforcement respond quickly and effectively to the false-alarm active shooter incident. Yet similar to
what occurred on August 14, 2016 at John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK), immediate widespread
panic and confusion from passengers within the terminals resulted in self evacuations with no clear
direction on where to go, along with substantial operational disruptions on the airfield, and on the local
roadway and freeway system into and out of the airport.
According to LAWA, the airport took action by forming a Unified Command with representatives
from various law enforcement and public safety agencies, and Airport Police immediately responded to
multiple terminals to investigate the false reports of gunfire. In less than an hour, Airport Police secured
all nine terminals and determined that the calls and social media posts about an active shooter were falsealarms. As part of this investigation, Airport Police reviewed their closed circuit television (CCTV)
footage and Airport Operations employed for the first time, Los Angeles City’s Wireless Emergency
Alert (WEA) system, which distributed public safety messages to all smartphones within a five-mile
radius. In addition, Airport Operations used the airport’s internal notification system to inform airport
stakeholders of the incident, utilized visual messaging inside the terminals and audio announcements
inside and outside the terminals to provide passengers with up to date information, and deployed
changeable message signs on adjacent roads leading into the Central Terminal Area to provide motorists
information about airport conditions.
However, as LAWA moves forward with reviewing their protocols and procedures outlined in
LAWA’s After Action Report and Implementation Plan, dated March 18, 2014, it is important that the
voices of the of passengers who experienced the incident are heard. In addition, it is critical that LAWA
evaluate the similarities between the JFK false-alarm active shooter incident and LAX’s. There is concern
that these two incidents may have been coordinated events aimed at testing airport security
vulnerabilities. This concern must not be overlooked and must be further evaluated.
To date, passengers have shared their first-hand experiences, claiming that there was a lack of
direction from audio announcements and visual messaging inside and outside the terminals not providing
passengers with situational awareness or clear evacuation routes. There have been reports of TSA
Officers exiting the facilities prior to providing evacuation directions to passengers, and not
accommodating passengers at security checkpoints during rescreening who had been separated from their
boarding passes or other belongings. In addition, there have been reports of airlines not providing
passengers with clear direction on their flight departure or arrival schedules after repopulation of the
terminals. There have also been reports from City residents who live within a 5-mile radius of the airport
not receiving the WEA system public safety message. Each of these reported incidents are important to
take into account as LAWA moves forward with their After Action Report of the false-alarm active
shooter incident.
Nearly three years have passed since the tragic events of November 1,2013, yet this false-alarm
has exposed some potential vulnerabilities that may still exist at LAX. As our airport continues to be a top

target for terrorists and others looking to cause harm, we must be remain vigilant and fully prepared to
address not only real threats, but also sudden eruptions of panic.
I THEREFORE PkIOVE that Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA) and the Board of Airport
Commissioners (BOAC), along with any other relevant City departments as necessary, report to the City
Council within 60 days with an After Action Report reviewing the emergency response carried out on
August 28, 2016, its effectiveness, and any lessons learned or weaknesses identified during the incident,
as well as an assessment as to whether or not the recommendations from the March 18,2014 After Action
Report and Implementation Plan were implemented on the evening of August 28, 2016.
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